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1. A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN 

 

 

In November 2008 the NSW Government released the Report of the Special 
Commission of Inquiry into Child Protection Services in NSW (The Wood 
Report). The report recommends major changes to Child Protection services, 
including cultural change in a number of areas. The Boys’ Town Board is 
hopeful that the recommendations lead to improved outcomes for all children 
at risk of significant harm because it is aware of the extent of the problems 
and damage facing many families and children in NSW, some of who attend 
Boys’ Town’s Family Preservation programs. 
 

During 2008 the Board consolidated its committee structures with 3 
committees focusing on issues of importance. The Governance and Strategic 

Planning Committee continued to monitor progress of the 2006 - 2010 Strategic Plan and was able 
to formalise the terms of reference of Board committees. The Property and Building Committee 
was able to oversee a number of projects including the refurbishment of the metals room to 
accommodate the HART program, refurbishment of the butchery in partnership with Bosco 
Menshed, refurbishment of the old kitchen in partnership with the Sylvanvale Foundation and 
refurbishment of the Gilroy flat in partnership with Sutherland Shire Council. These improvements 
have resulted in Boys’ Town’s site now accommodating Bosco Menshed, Sylvanvale Catering and 
Engadine District Community Aid and Information Service. The Board is delighted to have been able 
to develop these community partnerships. The finance and audit committee supervised sound 
financial management as reported elsewhere in this report. 
 

Boys’ Town was pleased to welcome the Minister for Community Services the Hon Michael 
Greene, to announce our success in DoCS program of reform in Out of Home Care. Our success 
in the Expression of Interest process has led to our programs having a clear focus on Family 
Preservation and Restoration, areas of great need. Clearly DoCS has recognised the effectiveness of 
our programs which offer multidisciplinary and wrapround services to support families in crisis.  
 

A highlight of 2008 was Boys’ Town’s participation in World Youth Day which included a visit by 
the Salesian Rector Major, Fr Pascual Chavez sdb, who was in Australia for the occasion. The visit 
has stimulated interest in similar Salesian programs overseas, most notably in Malta, where Boys’ 
Town has been invited to present a workshop at an International Conference focusing on different 
approaches to Out of Home Care. 
 

In my first year as Chairman of the Board, I have received great support from my fellow directors 
and I would like to thank them for their support. In particular I would like to acknowledge and 
thank my predecessor Fr Frank Bertagnolli. Fr Frank has been a great supporter of Boys’ Town for 
decades. In the various roles of Provincial, Provincial Economer, Director of Boys’ Town, Chairman 
of the Board and now as Chaplain, Fr Frank has been a wonderful advocate for Boys’ Town’s work 
and has ensured it remains an important work of the Salesians in Australia. 
 
Finally I would like to commend and thank our Executive Director Mr Jim Doyle and the staff of 
Boys’ Town for their efforts in 2008. All Board Directors admire the work of the staff. It can be a 
stressful and difficult task to work with families and children at risk. The staff do so with expertise, 
patience, kindness and good humour and develop positive relationships with family members which 
is of great help as the families work hard to achieve their goals. 

 
Michael McDonald,  
Chairman 
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Boys’ Town occupies a unique position,, straddling both the education and community sectors of 
our society.  
 

Within the community sector, Boys’ Town is an active member of both the Association of 
Children’s Welfare Agencies (ACWA) and Catholic Social Services Australia (CSSA). Through these 
memberships Boys’ Town was able to contribute to submissions to the NSW Special Commission 
of Inquiry into Child Protection. The commission report released late in 2008 seeks improvements 
to our child protection scheme in future years. Our experience indicates there is an urgent need to 
support families and to protect children who are at risk of significant harm. 
 
Boys’ Town’s effectiveness in supporting ‘at risk’ children and their families was recognised with a 
new service agreement to support family preservation and restoration by the Department of 
Community Services. As the government undertakes significant reforms in its Out of Home Care 
programs, Boys’ Town was successfully short listed for funding early in 2008.  DoCS continues to 
be a major financial supporter. 
 

As a registered and accredited school Boys’ Town meets the requirements of the NSW Board of 
Studies for students up to the School Certificate. Additionally Boys’ Town is a foundation member 
of the Association of Catholic Special School Services, which operates to support the needs of all 
children with special needs. In 2008 the association reaffirmed its role, emphasising the availability of 
expertise across a range of needs and disabilities. In Boys’ Town’s case the offer of expertise was 
taken up at various levels. There is considerable interest in our model of intervention and during 
the year we were invited to present  our model at both international conferences and local forums.  
This included presentations at universities in Scotland, Northern Ireland and Sweden. It also 
included interventions in local schools, especially in helping schools deal with individuals who display 
extreme behaviour. A trial program in partnership with a local high school has indicated mainstream 
schools need expert support, like that offered by Boys’ Town, if they are to meet the needs of 
vulnerable young people. 
 

As an independent school we receive some financial support from the Commonwealth 
Government, for which we are very grateful. In 2008 in addition to the normal per capita grants 
Boys’ Town received grants in connection with the Commonwealth’s Chaplaincy and Investing in 
our Schools Programs. 
 

While we are delighted with the support we receive from government, our ability to deliver quality 
services also relies on the generosity of many individuals and organisations. Of particular benefit this 
year was our participation in the ‘Local Eyes’ photographic exhibition. Organised by our generous 
partner, United Way, this exhibition enabled children at risk to show how they see the world. It is a 
different view to most and one that needs to be understood if we are to be of genuine assistance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
James P Doyle , 
Executive Director, Boys’ Town 

2. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT 
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Boys’ Town provides residential care and schooling (years 
7 to 10) for up to 24 boys at any one time, who are 
experiencing serious difficulties in their family and school 
life. It also caters for up to 8 day students, boys and girls in 
its HART program. The majority of these children have 
significant mental health,  behavioural and learning 
difficulties and need help to return to mainstream school 
and to address their behaviour at home.  The school 
provides a stable and predictable supervised environment 
for the children. Children generally stay in the program for 
6-12 months, after which they transfer to mainstream 
education or another appropriate setting. 
 
STAFF 
Boys’ Town employs a range of qualified staff that make up its multidisciplinary teams. The 
leadership team includes members qualified in teaching (3), ministry (2), psychology and conflict 
resolution (2), and finance. There are 2 registered psychologists, 3 counsellors, 5 qualified teachers 
(all category 1), 4 other university graduates and 5 welfare qualified staff within the organisation.  
The average teacher attendance rate exceeded 97% in 2008. 
 
Currently as part of their professional development 5 staff are working towards gaining improved 
qualifications in their current role, while 3 more are seeking further qualifications in teaching or 
counselling. 
 
FROM ENQUIRY TO ADMISSION 
Boys’ Town is a voluntary program and referrals come from a wide range of 
educational, welfare and health professionals, as well as parental enquiries. After 
discussing their situation families are invited to a family talk, where, if the boy  
wishes to attend, they are given an application pack to complete and return.  
 
INDUCTION 

Within a few weeks of commencing at Boys’ Town the staff 
arranges a meeting with the family, at which a Case Plan is 
prepared. This involves developing specific plans and strategies to 
achieve the goals the family has determined in consultation with 
the child and his family /carer, and  an Individual Education Plan 
(IEP) is designed for each child. Once enrolled a child continues in 
the program until its completion. While no child is suspended or 
formally suspended for an extended period, some are required to 
take reflective time away until a meeting with a parent or carer 
can be arranged. 

 

 

3. OUR PROGRAMS 

 

“A very good program� and I can see a huge positive difference in his very good program� and I can see a huge positive difference in his very good program� and I can see a huge positive difference in his very good program� and I can see a huge positive difference in his 
behaviour� Also in the way he reacts to situations and decisions he behaviour� Also in the way he reacts to situations and decisions he behaviour� Also in the way he reacts to situations and decisions he behaviour� Also in the way he reacts to situations and decisions he 
makes regarding certain situationsmakes regarding certain situationsmakes regarding certain situationsmakes regarding certain situations.””””                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
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A TYPICAL DAY AT BOYS’ TOWN  
Children arrive at Boys’ Town on Monday at about 9am. Their day is 
interspersed with a wide variety of activities focused on their academic 
learning, and in particular, literacy and numeracy as well as social, leisure 
and life skills.  
 

During the day there may be therapy sessions with parent(s) /carer(s) and /
or a child. Using a solution-focused approach significant issues are probed 
and new insights are gained and skills developed. 
 
At 3.30pm  the boys in the residential program go to their living areas and spend some quiet time in 

their rooms, while staff have a changeover meeting at which the day and the 
special needs of each child are discussed. The day and night staff work closely 
together to maintain consistency in approaches in working with the boys. 
Consistency in behaviour management is critical in effectively assisting the boys to 
make the positive behavioral changes which will benefit them in the long run. At 
the same time staff are modeling appropriate adult behaviour in their interactions 

with one another and the boys.  
 

In 2008 educational, therapeutic and life and social skill outcomes were achieved through activities 
that included a dance education program, art, surfing lessons, a circus skills course, go-karting,  
abseiling, rock climbing lessons, scuba diving lessons, and music lessons. In addition students 
participated in programs prepared by Meals on Wheels, NSW Animal Welfare League and the 
Windgap Foundation. Visits included cultural tours of Nan Tein Temple, Leichhardt, Muru Mittagar, 
Katoomba, and a Hare Krishna retreat. There were also visits to Fairfield City Farm, Centerpoint 
Tower,  and a trip to the War Memorial in Canberra. 
 

Residential carers involve the boys in many activities including preparation of the evening meal, food 
shopping and other household chores. They also organise activities that support the goals of the 
program. Some activities in 2008 have included photography, art and music workshops,  and various 
sporting activities like laser tag, skateboarding, biking and social group activities, social outings (eg to 
dinner or the movies). Team building activities also form part of the residential program. 
 

TRANSITION  
 

As children approach the end of their placement which is normally 
after 6-12 months (8 months being the average stay), plans are made 
for their transition back to their former school, or to a more 
suitable alternative educational setting or work.  
 
A step by step process is developed to make the transition as 
smooth as possible. A special effort goes into consolidating the 
work done with families to ensure a successful reintegration of a 
child full time with their family.  A great deal of effort is placed into 
ensuring each boys education progresses according to his needs so 
that he can re-engage the mainstream at an appropriate level. 

 

 

    

“I think Boys’ Town was the best thing I ever went to“I think Boys’ Town was the best thing I ever went to“I think Boys’ Town was the best thing I ever went to“I think Boys’ Town was the best thing I ever went to.    
Meeting new people has been great Meeting new people has been great Meeting new people has been great Meeting new people has been great ————  they are a different in�  they are a different in�  they are a different in�  they are a different in�
fluence� a better influence� and they don't bully me� The fluence� a better influence� and they don't bully me� The fluence� a better influence� and they don't bully me� The fluence� a better influence� and they don't bully me� The 
classes here are fun and better than normal classes� I get more classes here are fun and better than normal classes� I get more classes here are fun and better than normal classes� I get more classes here are fun and better than normal classes� I get more 
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PLANNING, PREPARATION & EVALUATION 
 

 Each child in year 7 & 8 participates in the NAPLAN tests each year and results are reported to 
parents and Government authorities as requested. In addition families complete Achenbach surveys 
at the beginning of the placement and again after 6 months. This provides an indication of progress 
towards goals. Neale reading analysis assessments are also conducted.  
 

In addition Boys’ Town conducts normal school assessments and each boys progress is formally 
reported to parents in ‘simple English’ reports twice a year. Because of the individual nature of each 
child’s progress, these reports contain information about grades on an A – E scale, and at parents 
request, children within the program are not compared to each other. 
 
 

POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
 

Boys’ Town has developed a policy framework consistent with the standards of the NSW Office of 
the Childrens Guardian (www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au) 
 

A continuous improvement model of policy review, evaluation, development and implementation is 
in progress. 
 

Policy relating to these standards and policies in access, welfare, discipline and complaints are 
available online at : www.boystown.net.au. This includes an update of progress with the strategic 
plan. 
 
 

OUTREACH TO SCHOOLS 
 

These services have been made available to primary, secondary schools and for both male and 
female students. 
 

PSP PROGRAM 
In 2008 Boys’ Town ran a pilot program at a local High School’s request to try 
to  reduce the number of suspensions. The program ran for a term and a 
number of boys at most risk of suspension attended the program 1 day a 
week. The program focused on building their socio-emotional and life skills, 
combined with a recreational activity to provide the students with a positive 

outlet for their energy and an experience they may not get in mainstream schooling. As the 
program progressed, students were better able to identify their own strengths and the things they 
did well, and felt comfortable enough with staff to discuss problems and issues they were having at 
school and outside school. They formed good, open relationships with each other and with staff and 
were a very down to earth and friendly group, who enjoyed the opportunity to speak and be 
listened to.  They really enjoyed the group discussion activities and question games, seeming to 
enjoy and appreciate the opportunity to be heard. 
 

The boys also showed more initiative as the program progressed, encouraged others to follow 

rules, were more cooperative with staff and opened up more in workshops with very insightful and 

constructive comments. They also showed greater willingness to try new activities in the classroom. 

This reflects their comfort in the Boys’ Town environment, that they felt safe with staff and their 

capacity to think more critically about the issues that were being discussed, given the right 

environment. It was agreed the program was a success and showed great potential for further 

development. 

 

“We as a family would like to say thank you to you all for “We as a family would like to say thank you to you all for “We as a family would like to say thank you to you all for “We as a family would like to say thank you to you all for 
making our time at Boys’ Town so wonderfulmaking our time at Boys’ Town so wonderfulmaking our time at Boys’ Town so wonderfulmaking our time at Boys’ Town so wonderful. We really would  We really would  We really would  We really would 
not have made it without your love and support� thank not have made it without your love and support� thank not have made it without your love and support� thank not have made it without your love and support� thank 
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4. THE UNIT’S PROGRESS 2008 

INTRODUCTION 
Each of our 4 independent units develops programs that comply with the requirements of the NSW 
Board of Studies and the NSW Department of Community Services. 
 

Additionally each Individual Plan is developed within a framework where the elements of Mastery, 
Belonging, Independence and Generosity are nurtured (refer to www.reclaiming.com) In order to 
achieve re-engagement and restore relationships, these elements need to be experienced beyond 
the school and program and become embedded in the ecology of the child which includes the 
family, community, peers as well as the school. In 2008 each unit met these requirements in the 
following ways: 
 

THE DUNLEA UNIT 
UNITED WAY PHOTO EXHIBITION 

 

The Dunlea Unit was lucky enough to be 
involved in the United Way Photography 
Project and Exhibition ‘Local Eyes’. This 
project gave the boys a unique opportunity 

to work and learn from experienced photographers, who spent a number of 
days teaching the boys about specific photographic techniques and skills to 
capture the best possible images.  
 

Everyone learnt more than they originally thought they would through this 
process, not just about photography, but about themselves and others. 
 

 A number of boys had photos exhibited, and some of the photos taken were 
printed in the local papers. One of the boys had his self portrait photo selected 
to be used as the official invitation, and some of the boys photos were short 
listed to win prizes, which needless to say, was a great thrill to many of the 
boys who had never received recognition in such a public forum. The 
exhibition itself was a great experience for the boys.  
 

The exhibition was held at Customs House at Circular Quay. It allowed a 
fantastic opportunity for the boys involved to communicate to the public about 
their work which was on display. It was a highly successful experience for the 
boys who participated in the project on a whole number of levels: 
academically, artistically, socially and personally, with boys experiencing 
moments of elation and high self esteem.  
 

DUNLEA THEMES FOR 2008 
 

One of the educational themes of 2008 for the Dunlea Unit was ‘Aspiring to Great Heights’. Some 
of the exciting activities included day trips to Centrepoint Tower as part of geography, and a visit to 
the Nan Tein Temple in Wollongong for a cultural experience. Life skills involved the boys taking 
part in Friday morning rock climbing sessions at Arncliffe Indoor Rock Climbing centre. The boys 
certainly aspired to great heights with some boys taking several weeks before finally conquering the 
‘leap of faith’!  
 

Dunlea also kept to the theme in the classroom, with a large focus on literacy and 
numeracy. This saw the boys tackling some tough and challenging subjects including 
poetry, social skills, map reading, powerpoint presentations and research tasks. The 
boys should also be congratulated on completing an alphabet mural for the local 
kindergarten which both staff and boys worked tirelessly on.  
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Term 4 saw the boys embarking on a journey through the ‘cycle of life’. The boys explored life cycles of their 
chosen animals and took a trip to Fairfield City Farm where they learnt interesting facts about where our 
food comes from and how things work on the farm! This went hand in hand with their garden project. The 
boys designed and built their very own veggie garden on site. After planting an array of herbs and veggies the 
unit is reaping the rewards of the hard yakka! The boys were able to use a number of the garden’s produce in 
their cooking both in food tech and in the residence! 
 

Food Technology through the year was a journey around the world which has seen the boys cooking up a 
range of dishes from all around the world including Spanish, Thai, Italian, German, Chinese and Indian. The 
boys also enjoyed a cultural tour around Leichhardt, the heartland of Italian cooking. 
 

Life skills saw the boys venturing out onto Cronulla beach with the surf school to work on their surf skills and 
gain some important advice about currents and safety in the water. 
 

In the residential program the boys continued to focus on their living skills including managing the weekly 
budget for food and enhancing their domestic skills such as cooking, cleaning and washing their clothes. The 
boys also enjoyed many activities including fishing, bike riding through the Royal National Park, go-karting 
(probably the favourite), laser tag and body boarding. 
 

Term 4 camp saw the boys finish up the year by enjoying themselves camping in tents at Lake Conjola, fishing 
in the lake & boating activities. All in all Dunlea has had a productive and fun year and are looking forward to 
doing it all again in 2009!                                                                                                            Dunlea Staff 
2008 

IN THE BOYS’ OWN WORDS…………………………… 
 

“It was a staff person’s birthday and we went to yum cha in Hay Market in the city, and we ate duck and lots 
more, but the desert was the nicest thing I have ever tasted and then  staff  took us boys to the Chinese gardens, 
and my opinion was it was so relaxing, and when we were running around the bamboo felt like paper and the 
rocks felt like cardboard.” 
   

“One of the saddest things at Boys’ Town was saying bye to my friends who left.” 
 

“My time at Boy’s Town has had its ups and downs. My first impressions of some people have changed since I 
got to know them. When I came here I met some pretty different people. We have had some new boys. I have 
gone on some pretty cool excursions like yum cha and Leichhardt and also Fairfield city farm. We have also done 
some pretty cool resi activities like state of origin, laser tag, go karting and kayaking. Most of the boys talk about 
Family Guy, South Park and Little Britain. The activities we do are really cool. “ 
 

“One of the things most of the boy’s look forward to is camp. At my time at Boys’ Town I have got to know what 
some of the boys favourite things to do are. Chris likes fishing, Aaron likes motorbikes and Liam likes soccer.  My 
most memorable moment was flogging everyone in go karting …..”       
 

“They boys are really good friends if you get to know them, then some leave then other ones come and they are 
really cool.” 
 

“My time at Boys’ Town was heaps cool because every Wednesday we would go to the gym and for a swim and 
the water was always cold and I hated getting wet and my time at Boys’ Town it was better than it seemed. “     
                                                                                                                                       

 “I was really glad to be at Boys’ Town “I was really glad to be at Boys’ Town “I was really glad to be at Boys’ Town “I was really glad to be at Boys’ Town. When I  When I  When I  When I 
first arrived I was a little first arrived I was a little first arrived I was a little first arrived I was a little *** * and Boys’ Town really  and Boys’ Town really  and Boys’ Town really  and Boys’ Town really 
has changed me for the better� I have a strong relation�has changed me for the better� I have a strong relation�has changed me for the better� I have a strong relation�has changed me for the better� I have a strong relation�
shipshipshipship. I’m starting my own business come  I’m starting my own business come  I’m starting my own business come  I’m starting my own business come 2010, it’s  it’s  it’s  it’s 
in the process of being done now� I got a job while I in the process of being done now� I got a job while I in the process of being done now� I got a job while I in the process of being done now� I got a job while I 
was at Boys’ Townwas at Boys’ Townwas at Boys’ Townwas at Boys’ Town, they did everything they could they did everything they could they did everything they could they did everything they could, al al al al-
though most of my time I was a little ����� but you though most of my time I was a little ����� but you though most of my time I was a little ����� but you though most of my time I was a little ����� but you 
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THE FLEMING UNIT 
 

In 2008 Fleming had a big focus on Aboriginal studies, following the 
Prime Minister’s national apology in February. They looked at the 
International Declaration of Human Rights and looked at ways 
treatment of Australia’s Indigenous people had gone against the 
declaration. The boys studied health, crime and education statistics 
within the Aboriginal population and learnt more about their traditional 
cultures and customs. There was a  visit to Muru Mittigar Cultural 
Centre,  to be involved  on a practical level and the boys completed a 2 
by 2 metre Aboriginal painting as a group. A detail of that painting forms 
the cover of this report. 

 
The boys took part in the Courage to Care programme in 2008, which is designed to promote 
communal tolerance and living in harmony. The class was visited by a Jewish lady who had survived 
the holocaust during World War II. The boys were able to gain a greater understanding of the 
personal horror that Jewish people experienced and the effects of racism and persecution. 

 
Music was another of our main themes throughout 2008 with the boys learning how to play guitar 
and drums. This culminated in a group performance at Family Night in term 4 with boys both singing 
and playing instruments in front of a group of 30 people.  

 
The boys took part in a community-run education course in Dance during semester one in 2008. 
They joined an evening dancing class in the Sutherland Shire and were taught a variety of dances by a 
local instructor. They had to learn patience and the social skills involved in participating in a 

community group. 
 

The boys also took part in a scuba diving course in semester 2 in 2008, an activity 
which they had never done before and one that is generally inaccessible to them due 
to their home locations and expense. They started learning about and using the 
equipment in the pool and progressed onto open water diving.  

 

 

 

 

 

IN THE BOYS’ OWN WORDS… 
 

“Boys’ Town is helping me become more confident with other people and now me and my family are 
starting to talk and work out some of our problems”. 
 
“The camp we went on in term 4 was the best camp I had ever been on. We had so much fun, especially 
sliding down the sand dunes and because we only had a small group, we had to learn to get along with 
each other”. 
 
“Boys Town is really helping me to learn how to get along with other people and improve my social skills”. 
 
“My highlight so far would have to be camp. We did so many things I never imagined I would. For instance 
we went sand boarding, on a dolphin cruise and went swimming heaps. One of the best things on camp 
was the company!” 

 
“ My highlight at Boys’ Town is that I have learned to laugh lots and have fun”. 
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THE HART PROGRAM 
 
The HART day program had a busy year in 2008, with three 
students achieving the NSW School Certificate – two of those 
being girls – a first for Boys’ Town. The students worked solidly all 
year to achieve this goal and they celebrated with a year 10 
‘Formal’, where they travelled by limousine to Centrepoint Tower 
Restaurant. 
 
During 2008 students did a range of activities outside of the classroom to compliment academic studies. 
These included hip hop dancing, mosaic making, music, and circus skills. The students also attended 
camps at Berry and Katoomba. The Berry camp was particularly important for the students who lack self 
confidence and trust, with a focus on teambuilding skills leading to a real sense of group bonding. 
Students gained self confidence by physically challenging themselves, trusting other team members and 
believing in themselves. They worked together identifying strategies to problem solve as a team and on 
an individual basis. Staff were impressed with the high level of trust, friendship, skill and development 
displayed by HART students. A highlight of the year was the Ghost Tour at Katoomba - this camp was 
an opportunity for the students to have some fun and adventure whilst learning geographical and 
historical information. 
 
Work experience was another focus in 2008 as HART had several students transitioning into the 
working world. In the classroom they covered preparation for the workforce, and this was 
complemented by work experience placements in the community for the older students, giving them the 
opportunity to explore different work environments by taking on a hands-on approach.  They have had 
possible future chefs, electricians, hosts, lighting technicians and fitness instructors! 

 
As part of the work that the students in HART did, they focused on discovering 
individuality and really trying to get a sense of what that meant to them. To enable 
them to do this, the program put an emphasis on social skills and getting the 
students to understand what it meant to be an individual. This tied nicely in with a 
program they ran on drug and alcohol education, encouraging the students to look 
at being individuals when it came to making choices and understanding what the 
consequences of those choices could be when it comes to drugs and alcohol. 
 
Two of the main topics studied in history were the Stolen Generation and the 
Second World War. The students watched the Prime Minister’s apology to the 
Indigenous people on television and used this as a starting point to look back at the 

issues which surrounded the treatment of indigenous people in modern Australia. In studying World 
War 2, the students looked at the major causes and effects, some of the key events and people, how and 
why Australia got involved and even looked at how the D-Day invasion was achieved and they might 
have done it differently had they been in charge. 
 
In Science the students carried out a variety of experiments to gain practical scientific experience and to 
enable them to better understand the role that science plays in their every day life. The students  
studied environmental sciences to help them better understand their place in the world and the positive 
and negative impacts that they can have through their actions. This included a visit to a waste recycling 
depot to have a first hand look at how recycling works. 
 
As ever the end of term days out have continued to be very popular with staff and students alike. HART 
have visited the IMAX cinema in Darling Harbour, gone go-karting and also gone to Jamberoo for the 
day. The end of term days out are earned by the students over the course of the term for consistent 
effort and participation in the program. 
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THE POWER UNIT 

Windgap Foundation Ltd 
 

In 2008 the Power Unit focused on community awareness and learnt the importance of 
becoming involved with groups in their community. The Power boys embraced the 
opportunity of working side by side with young people and adults with an intellectual 
disability, through the Windgap Foundation. 
 

The Windgap Foundation prides itself on being one of Sydney’s most respected, longest 
serving charities providing support services to people with intellectual disabilities and their 
families. They offer accommodation, training, business services, day programs and early 
learning playgroups.  

 

Power participated on a fortnightly basis in the workshop of their business services, which outsources jobs to 
organisations such as QANTAS, Breville, UNSW, and Krispy Kreme. All the boys whole heartedly involved 
themselves in helping workers with their jobs of labelling products and mail, collating, light assembly, packing 
showbags and conference bags. The boys learnt first hand how the business services program enables people 
with a disability to develop confidence in themselves, and work skills needed to lead a rewarding life. They 
also learnt the value of showing attention to detail and having pride in your work, which are two things that 
are highly regarded by the workers and shown in their work.  
 

Working with Windgap provided the boys a unique way of educating themselves on the lives of people with 
intellectual disabilities and enabled them to develop a newfound respect for the people in the workshop who 
welcomed and accepted them without exception.  
 
POWER THEMES FOR 2008 
 

Term 1 kicked off the year with a ‘Healthy Lifestyles’ theme, exploring the human body and system, 
highlighting the importance of nutrition and exercise. The gym at Sutherland ensured the boys were getting 
their dose of physical activity which has continued throughout the entire year. A trip to the Museum of 
Human Disease ensured the boys thoroughly understood the significance of the phrase “Cleanliness is next to 
Godliness”. Horse riding was a big hit helping to break through the tough exterior of some of the boys and 
bond with their horse. The term ended with a visit to a Hari Krishna retreat. 
 

Term 2 focused on the ‘Power of the Team’. The boys paid particular attention to the workings of a team and 
were given many opportunities to display patience, communication skills, listening to each others ideas and 
cooperating as a unit at ‘The Tops Conference’, by building an intricate model of the ‘Titanic’, filming their 
own movie and making masks for the actors. The Power boys worked together through difficult, frustrating 
and sometimes tedious times and came out the other end as a more cooperative and productive team. 
 

Term 3 took on a theme closer to home, ‘Australia’.  The boys delved into the foundations of Australia 
through geography, literature and history which brought to life the hardships of the early settlers and a re-
enactment of convict times! A trip to Canberra provided an opportunity for close encounters with the 
venomous kind, snakes and other reptiles of Australia. A stop at the National Film and Archive Museum 
ensured the boys learnt about Australian society through Australian films, television and advertisements. 
While the War Memorial provided a somber look at the battles Australia has fought for its freedom.  
 

Term 4 concluded the year with a focus on ‘Relationships’ within our lives and 
within the community. The boys fully immersed themselves into Aboriginal 
culture, learning about indigenous art and working on their own ‘Dreamtime’ 
paintings and didgeridoos. The boys got up close and personal with Aboriginal 
culture spending a day at Muru Mittiga throwing boomerangs, aboriginal painting, 
bush tucker tasting and didgeridoo playing. The next day saw Power bushwalking 
to sacred sites, rock painting, learning aboriginal dance in secluded bush shelters 
and cleansing themselves of the ‘bad spirits’ in their lives. 
 

The residential program continued to expand the boys’ living skills in home duties, 
working as a family unit, disease prevention through cleanliness, and teaching them 
new skills such as guitar playing, horse-riding, skateboarding and scooter lessons 
and bingo. A favourite every term is the BBQ at Bundeena beach and showing off 
new skills at the local skate park. 
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5. KEY ACHIEVEMENTS OF 2008 

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2008 
 
• Welcome extended to new Board Chairman, Michael McDonald. 
 

• Gratitude extended to previous Board Chairman, Fr Frank Bertagnolli sdb, who continues his 
 association with Boys’ Town as chaplain. 
 

• Visit by Minister for Community Services, Mr Kevin Greene, to announce 
Boys’ Town’s successful shortlisting in DoCS reform of Out of Home Care. 

 

• Negotiation of new Service Agreement with DoCS. 
 

• Visit by Mayor of Sutherland, Mr David Redmond and Senator Michael 
Forshaw in connection with developing local partnerships. 

 

• Implementation of new partnership agreements with Sylvanvale 
Foundation, Bosco Menshed and Engadine Community and Neighbourhood Aid and 
Information Service. 

 

• Professional training provided to mainstream schools, dealing with extreme behaviour . 
 

• Boys’ Town, foundation member statewide Youth Services Network sponsored by Catholic   
 Social Services Australia. 

 

• Presentations to local Probus and View clubs. 
 

• New “resiliency” screening of all new clients. 
 

• Master plan of ovals finalised. 
 

• Participation in DoCS OOHC forums, Ombudsman’s child protection forums, Association of 
 Catholic Special School Services, Salesian Principal’s Association. 
 

• Trial program for mainstream students at risk of suspension. 
 

• Successful audit of Commonwealth funded chaplaincy program. 
 

• Master plan for site refurbishment developed. 
 

• Boys’ Town’s contribution to Wood Special Inquiry into Child Protection. 
 

• World Youth Day including visit of Salesian Rector Major, Fr Pasqual Chavez sdb. 
 

• Review of strategic plan (2006 -2010) indicates progress towards targeted outcomes. 
 

• Staff training in Learning Styles. 
 

• Presentation at International Conference ; Generating Alternatives, in Scotland. 
 

• Continued support from corporate and private donors. 

    

“The HART Day program has made my family stronger“The HART Day program has made my family stronger“The HART Day program has made my family stronger“The HART Day program has made my family stronger, consistent  consistent  consistent  consistent 
and much more positive about our future� All I can say is thank and much more positive about our future� All I can say is thank and much more positive about our future� All I can say is thank and much more positive about our future� All I can say is thank 
heaven for Boys’ Townheaven for Boys’ Townheaven for Boys’ Townheaven for Boys’ Town.” ” ” ”     
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STUDENT’S PERFORMANCE 
 

Boys’ Town has worked with a total of 52 children and their families on site in 2008. Overall 
student attendance rate for all program activities was 86%. 
 

Children came with a similar range of disabilities as previously. These included: Oppositional 
Defiance Disorder, Attention Deficit Disorder, Conduct Disorder, Paranoid Schizophrenia, 
Aspergers Syndrome, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, Autism Spectrum Disorder, Intellectual 
Delay Disability and Clinical Depression and Anxiety. 
 

Students undertake Neale Reading age and SA Dept spelling tests on entry and again after about 6 
months. Spelling improvements for those at risk range from 0.4 years to 2.7 years.  Reading age 
comprehension improvements reached more than 3 years for some, although, once again, some 
students were required to read at a slower rate to achieve comprehension gains. Comprehension 
gains averaged 2 years while some reading accuracy gains exceeded 4 years. 
 

3 students achieved their School Certificate at Boys’ Town in 2008, while all eligible students 
enrolled at the time of the NAPLAN tests undertook the tests. 
 

104 enquiries were received in 2008, 79 families followed up their enquiry with attendance at a 
family talk.  

 

    

“ I am so grateful that we found this program“ I am so grateful that we found this program“ I am so grateful that we found this program“ I am so grateful that we found this program. We were at the  We were at the  We were at the  We were at the 
end of the line and felt helpless and angry that no one had told us end of the line and felt helpless and angry that no one had told us end of the line and felt helpless and angry that no one had told us end of the line and felt helpless and angry that no one had told us 
(about Boystown) so we could help our grandson� He was so angry (about Boystown) so we could help our grandson� He was so angry (about Boystown) so we could help our grandson� He was so angry (about Boystown) so we could help our grandson� He was so angry 
with everyone and his school work was suffering and he was so with everyone and his school work was suffering and he was so with everyone and his school work was suffering and he was so with everyone and his school work was suffering and he was so 
unhappy� He took it out on anyone who got in his way� Since unhappy� He took it out on anyone who got in his way� Since unhappy� He took it out on anyone who got in his way� Since unhappy� He took it out on anyone who got in his way� Since 
starting the program he has been such a happier young man who takes starting the program he has been such a happier young man who takes starting the program he has been such a happier young man who takes starting the program he has been such a happier young man who takes 
pride in what he does and is actually doing schoolwork� So this pride in what he does and is actually doing schoolwork� So this pride in what he does and is actually doing schoolwork� So this pride in what he does and is actually doing schoolwork� So this 
program worked for him where all this time in � different schools� program worked for him where all this time in � different schools� program worked for him where all this time in � different schools� program worked for him where all this time in � different schools� 
and lots of different teachers noand lots of different teachers noand lots of different teachers noand lots of different teachers no����one got through to him and made a one got through to him and made a one got through to him and made a one got through to him and made a 
change except Boys' Town� and staff� I am very happy with the change except Boys' Town� and staff� I am very happy with the change except Boys' Town� and staff� I am very happy with the change except Boys' Town� and staff� I am very happy with the 

    

“ At the point of my life and where I was at“ At the point of my life and where I was at“ At the point of my life and where I was at“ At the point of my life and where I was at, I wasn't quite  I wasn't quite  I wasn't quite  I wasn't quite 
myself and going to Boys’ Town was a scary thing as well as a myself and going to Boys’ Town was a scary thing as well as a myself and going to Boys’ Town was a scary thing as well as a myself and going to Boys’ Town was a scary thing as well as a 
good thing� I mean a lot of good came out of it� year �� good thing� I mean a lot of good came out of it� year �� good thing� I mean a lot of good came out of it� year �� good thing� I mean a lot of good came out of it� year �� 
certificate and I can sort of understand maths� Anyway at that stage I certificate and I can sort of understand maths� Anyway at that stage I certificate and I can sort of understand maths� Anyway at that stage I certificate and I can sort of understand maths� Anyway at that stage I 
wasn’t willing to talk to the counsellor about my past and what went wasn’t willing to talk to the counsellor about my past and what went wasn’t willing to talk to the counsellor about my past and what went wasn’t willing to talk to the counsellor about my past and what went 
down and it took a long time for me to be able to do that or down and it took a long time for me to be able to do that or down and it took a long time for me to be able to do that or down and it took a long time for me to be able to do that or 
actually express how I felt� As time passed I learned to trust and talk actually express how I felt� As time passed I learned to trust and talk actually express how I felt� As time passed I learned to trust and talk actually express how I felt� As time passed I learned to trust and talk 
to her� Being in such a small environment such as the HART program to her� Being in such a small environment such as the HART program to her� Being in such a small environment such as the HART program to her� Being in such a small environment such as the HART program 
was the best thing� not many distractions and almost everybody got along was the best thing� not many distractions and almost everybody got along was the best thing� not many distractions and almost everybody got along was the best thing� not many distractions and almost everybody got along 
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 6. EVALUATION 

 

EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 
During 2008 Boys’ Town replaced one of its data tools. Instead of using the Family Coping Scales, 
we have adopted the “Resiliency Scales” developed by the Resliency Institute of Allenhurst, New 
Jersey, and published by PsychCorp.  These scales are used to profile new clients and to help 
determine progress throughout the program. 
 

The profile from this tool provides norm referenced data in 3 areas, namely a Sense of Mastery, A 
Sense of Relatedness and Emotional Reactivity. The profile includes a number of sub-scales, 
including the child’s sense of optimism, adaptability, trust, tolerance, and recovery and impairment 
in emotional situations. 
 

All those entering the program are to undertake this profile. A post test will also be undertaken 
towards the end of each placement. The initial results provide valuable information on each 
individual and all the development of individual plans that meet the specific needs of each child. 
 

While caution needs to be exercised when generalising results of individual profiles, the initial 
results show; 
 

• Participants enter the program with a low sense of optimism (an expectation of positive 
outcomes in most situations). The median score coincided with the bottom 10% of the 
population. 

 

• A slightly higher median indicated a low self belief in self-efficacy (self belief in problem solving, 
making decisions, fixing things and doing things well) though the results remain around the 
bottom 15% of the population. 

 

• Participants had a low score (bottom 15%) in their adaptability, including flexibility in problem 
solving, ability to change course, ability to acknowledge mistakes and accept help from others. 

 

• Participants had a low score on the trust scale indicating a lack of feeling accepted as oneself in 
relationships with others. 

 

• Participants felt their access to support systems was well below average. 
 

• Participants feelings of calm and ability to mix and make friends was below average. 
 

• Participants belief that they could express their own opinions and retain a relationship with 
others who disagree was low. 

 

• Surprisingly, participants rated their own reactions in getting upset was average. This is surprising 
given families approach Boys’ Town to gain support in situations of conflict and crisis. 

 

• Also surprising is the belief by participants that in the aftermath of adverse circumstances they 
return to normal functioning in line with the population average. 

 

Nevertheless they also believe that when emotionally aroused the impairment to normal functioning 
is heightened in line with only 15% of the population. 
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While these early results are consistent with reported samples of adolescents with diagnosed 
Conduct Disorder, they also provide evidence of the methods required to deal with these children. 
Some outcomes include: 
 

• Because of low scores in Mastery scales many participants believe they have no control over 
their lives. Consequently it is essential that they are included in decision making activities that 
affect them. Boys’ Town’s strategy of handing application forms only to potential participants 
who ask for them is an example of where this issue begins to be addressed, but it needs to 
extended to all aspects of the child’s life. 

 

• A combination of low scores in the Mastery and Relatedness scales indicates participants do not 
associate cause and effect. They do not seem to associate behaviour and its consequences, and 
therefore struggle to see that success requires, and is likely to result from, effort. Similarly the 
association between inappropriate behaviour and negative consequences is not well 
understood. Boys’ Town’s clear Behaviour Management Program, with its points allocation and 
positive and negative consequences is at the core of addressing this perception. In particular it 
seems vital that consistent, positive reinforcement is evident so that participants can develop a 
sense of purpose and direction. 

 

• Participants seem to have an unrealistic perception of their own sensitivity and ability to 
recover from emotional arousal. Staff trained in Therapeutic Crisis Intervention, who spend 
time each day speaking to participants about these issues, would disagree as much time is spent 
on supporting recovery and defusing potentially explosive situations that arise with minimal 
triggers. Teaching participants about appropriate reactions and recovery techniques is required 
and is an area of priority for staff and families. 

 
Participant’s accurate belief that when emotionally aroused their functioning is significantly impaired, 
is complicated by the above. They do not appear to acknowledge their escalation is as frequent or 
explosive as others would indicate. They appear to have normalised the behaviour responses. 
 
All of the above indicates the need to build relationships that are both warm, supportive and 
friendly (to help participants to greater self belief) and at the same time as honest, direct and 
challenging (to help make connections between cause and effect and to help participants to a more 
realistic understanding of their emotional reactivity). 
 
Clearly these are challenges to all associated with Boys’ Town. By completing a post test with these 
participants next year, we will be able to assess the strategies in use to develop these outcomes. 
 
EVALUATION 
 

Clients are pre and post tested using the Achenbach assessment system. The Achenbach identifies 
10 domains (listed in table following) in which inappropriate behaviour may be displayed. 
 

In 2008 all students selected for evaluation purposes tested in the clinical range for at least 4 of the 
domains, with over 70% of clients in the clinical or borderline range for 7 or more domains. 
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The table below shows the % of participants who begin in the clinical or borderline range at the 
start of the program and return to the normal range during the program. 

 
 

Where behaviours are externalised (aggressive behaviour, rule breaking) overall participants 
reported a median 10% improvement in the problem. Similarly where issues were internalised 
(thought problems, anxiety) the median improvement was 8%.  
 

The data clearly demonstrates spectacular improvements for those in the clinical range and 
very significant improvements for most participants. 
 
Most participants demonstrated ‘Externalising Behaviour’ and ‘Aggressive Behaviour’ within the 
clinical or borderline range. Again the least common were ‘Somatic Complaints’, ‘Anxious  
Behaviour’ and ‘Withdrawn Behaviour’, though problems in these areas were reported in over 
half of the participants. 
 

During the program 82% of the behaviour indicators registered improvement. 
 

Parent evaluations of the program were again very positive. Of 24 indicators ranging from 
assessment and entry to specific aspects of the program and exit processes, 23 were scored 
higher than 8/10 on average with 17 indicators above 9/10. The most significant factors were 
similar to previous years and included: 
 

•   Goals established on initial assessment (9.8 average) 
 

•   Regular counselling (9.7 average) 
 

•   Family’s own participation in the program (9.7 average) 
 

Re-entry processes were rated as least important (7.7) as was the case in 2007 
Student evaluations were similarly positive with the most positive elements being: 
 

•   Clear behaviour consequences (both positive and negative ) (8.7) 
 

•   Assistance with transition (8.7) 
 

•   Family participation in the program (8.6) 
 

As in 2006 and 2007 students rated the small group environment of less importance (6.3). 
 

These results provide sound evidence that sustainable Family Preservation and 
Restoration requires a multi-dimensional approach. While focusing on a wide variety of 
behaviour issues, and maintaining strategies to re-engage children in learning are vital, 
participants believe the program is successful because family members also work hard 
to achieve their own goals including the development of better relationships within the 
family.  
 

 DOMAIN                   % DECREASE 

Anxious 50% 

Withdrawn/Depressed 78% 

Somatic 56% 

Social Problems 63% 

Thought Problems 38% 

Attention Problems 67% 

Rule Breaking 74% 

Aggressive Behaviour 52% 

INTERNAL 59% 

EXTERNAL 38% 
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“ I like the fact that whenever we went to do lessons there “ I like the fact that whenever we went to do lessons there “ I like the fact that whenever we went to do lessons there “ I like the fact that whenever we went to do lessons there 
wasn’t an angry teacher on our backswasn’t an angry teacher on our backswasn’t an angry teacher on our backswasn’t an angry teacher on our backs. There wasn't as much  There wasn't as much  There wasn't as much  There wasn't as much 
pressure as there normally would be in high school� It was more pressure as there normally would be in high school� It was more pressure as there normally would be in high school� It was more pressure as there normally would be in high school� It was more 
relaxing and not like a normal school at all� I tried different relaxing and not like a normal school at all� I tried different relaxing and not like a normal school at all� I tried different relaxing and not like a normal school at all� I tried different 
kinds of activities that I hadn't done before� The thing that I kinds of activities that I hadn't done before� The thing that I kinds of activities that I hadn't done before� The thing that I kinds of activities that I hadn't done before� The thing that I 
liked best was that at first I didn't like anything� but then I liked best was that at first I didn't like anything� but then I liked best was that at first I didn't like anything� but then I liked best was that at first I didn't like anything� but then I 
started to end up liking things and enjoyed some of the activities� started to end up liking things and enjoyed some of the activities� started to end up liking things and enjoyed some of the activities� started to end up liking things and enjoyed some of the activities� 

 
In 2008 the Managers of Family Services and Education were invited to present a workshop at a 
major international conference in Scotland. This provided an opportunity to examine developments 
in programs that deal with vulnerable children, particularly those with behaviour problems and in 
need of family preservation and restoration. The professional learning experience included: 
 

• Presentation of a well attended workshop at the 
International Conference on Young People, Generating 
Alternatives; New Horizons in Youth Participation and 
Democracy, at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. 

 

• Presentation to academic staff and students at University of Ulster, Northern Ireland. 
 

• Visits to alternative programs (Newstart, Pathways) in Belfast. 
 

• Visit alternate education program sponsored by Salesians of Don Bosco in Turin, Italy. 
 

• Presentation at Salesian Out of Home Care / Education program in Sleima, Malta. 
 

• Presentation to academic staff and students at Lunds University, Sweden. 
 

As a result of these learning experiences, Boys’ Town has been invited to present a workshop at 
another international conference in 2009. The conference is entitled “Where is Home” and is being 
held in Malta. The presentation will be via web link. 
 

By enabling senior staff the opportunity to observe and discuss international best practice we have 
been able to evaluate our own practice.  It has been particularly pleasing to note the Boys’ Town 
model of intervention is highly regarded by international practitioners. 
 

Additionally a number of Professional Development activities were undertaken by staff. All staff 
were provided with an opportunity develop their understanding of learning styles at a professional 
development day entitled “Yearn to Learn”. 
 

Individual staff members also attended courses in a range of professional areas including Adolescent 
Male Development, Consolidating Skills in Strength Based Solution Focused Therapy, Dealing with 
Difficult People, Conflict Management, Challenging Behaviour Management, Counseling Skill 
Development, First Aid, and the acquisition of instruction accreditation for various activities. 
 

Boys’ Town is an active member of the Association of Childrens’ Welfare Agencies (ACWA), 
Catholic Social Services Australia (CSSA), The Association of Catholic Special School Services 
(ACSSS) and the Salesian Principles Association (SPAA). It remains an important contributor to 
DoCS Metropolitan Central out of Home Care Network and the NSW Ombudsman’s Sub-resi 
Care Forum. 

7. PROFESSIONAL LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT 
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Recurrent Income    $   2,521, 500 
State Government    $      1,022,471 
Commonwealth Government  $        667,626 
Catholic Church     $        140,000 
Donations & Bequests    $        268,120 
Investment Revenue    $        243,218 
Other-      $        180,065 
 
Recurrent Expenditure   $   2,471,208 
Program expenses    $     1,296,733 
Wages & Salaries     $        745,483 
Repairs /Maintenance    $        143,455 
IT /Communications    $         38,183  
Admin /Finance /Insurance   $        153,211 
Other      $         94,143 
 

OPERATING PROFIT  $ 50,292 
 

The financial position of Boys’ Town at 31/12/2008 has been audited by Kevin F Jones, FCA 

In the opinion of the Directors: 
 
 

1. The financial statements and notes of the company are in accordance with the Corporations 
Act 2001, including: 

 

(a) giving a true and fair view of the financial position as at 31 December 2008 and performance 
for the year ended on that date of the company; and  

 

(b) complying with Accounting Standards and Corporations Regulations 2001; and  
 
2. There are reasonable grounds to believe that the company will be able to pay its debts as and 

when they become due and payable. 
 

On behalf of the Board                                                                                      Michael Mcdonald 

Auditor’s opinion: 
 

In our opinion the financial report of Boys’ Town Engadine is in accordance with the Corporations 
Act 2001, including: 
 
(a) giving a true and fair view of Boys’ Town Engadine’s  financial position as at 31st December 

2008 and of its performance for the year ended on that date; and 
 
(b) complying with Australian Accounting Standards ( including the Australian Accounting 

Interpretations) and the Corporations Regulations 2001. 
 

Kevin F Jones,                            FCA Chartered Accountant 

8. FINANCIAL STATEMENT 2008 

8a. Directors declaration for the year ended 31 December 2008 

8b. Independent Audit Report 
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BOYS’ TOWN BOARD MEMBERS LIST 2008 

 
• Mr Michael McDonald, Chairman 

• Fr Bernie Graham                
• Fr John Usher, OAM            
• Mr Jim Harkin, Secretary       
• Mrs Jan Forshaw                     
• Mr Michael Krawec     
• Mr Chris Lonergan, Treasurer                                               
• Mr Peter McGuinn      
• Ms Anna Dickinson     
• Mr Peter McDougall        

    

9. BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 

 
I declare that to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended 31 December 2008 
there has been: 
 

i) no contraventions of the auditors independence requirements as set out in the 
Corporations Act 2001 in relation to the audit, and 

 

ii) no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the 
audit. 

 

Kevin F Jones         FCA Chartered Accountant 

(a) BASIS OF PREPARATION 
 

The financial report is a general purpose financial report, which has been prepared in accordance 
with the requirements of the Corporations Act 2001 and Australian Accounting Standards.  Boys’ 
Town Engadine is a reporting entity because in the opinion of management, it is reasonable to 
expect the existence of users who rely on the entity’s general purpose financial report for 
information that will be useful to them for making and evaluating the decisions about the allocations 
of resources.  The financial report has been prepared on the basis of historical cost and, except 
where stated, does not take into account changing money values or current values of non-current 
assets. 
 

(b) STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE 
 

The financial report complies with Australian Accounting Standards, which include Australian 
equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards (AIFRS). 

8c. Auditors Independence Declaration under section 307c of the 
Corporations Act 2001 

8d. Notes to Financial Statements year end 31 December 2008 
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Boys’ Town would like to express its thanks for the ongoing support it receives from the 
community. It is only with your continued support that our work can continue.AND 

TRAINING 

NEW   SOUTH WALES 

DEPARTMENT 

OF EDUCATION 

 AND TRAINING 

10. SUPPORTERS 

 

 

Also many thanks to: 
Mungora Pty Ltd, F & A Terzi Pty Ltd, Cronulla Masonic Lodge, Engadine Bowling Club, Knights of the Southern Cross, 
Beswick Family Fund, St John Bosco College, St Marys School Georges Hall, Dominic College, Resch Estate, Est.. late 
Marie Alberte Golden, Est. late Rita Thorne, Est. late Dante Tonitto, Est. late Mary Kearney, Est. late Kathleen  
Hluchany.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

    

An overseas social work students practicum placements An overseas social work students practicum placements An overseas social work students practicum placements An overseas social work students practicum placements 
view…view…view…view…    
Swedish students work experience at Boys’ Town Swedish students work experience at Boys’ Town Swedish students work experience at Boys’ Town Swedish students work experience at Boys’ Town 
in ���� in ���� in ���� in ����     

    
“I think back over my time at Boys' Town as an “I think back over my time at Boys' Town as an “I think back over my time at Boys' Town as an “I think back over my time at Boys' Town as an 
important experience in my life� where I learned a important experience in my life� where I learned a important experience in my life� where I learned a important experience in my life� where I learned a 

lot about dealing with children and families in crisis� The atmosphere is lot about dealing with children and families in crisis� The atmosphere is lot about dealing with children and families in crisis� The atmosphere is lot about dealing with children and families in crisis� The atmosphere is 
very positive and that makes Boys’ Town an enjoyable place for both very positive and that makes Boys’ Town an enjoyable place for both very positive and that makes Boys’ Town an enjoyable place for both very positive and that makes Boys’ Town an enjoyable place for both 
staff and the young persons� I found the program interesting and I staff and the young persons� I found the program interesting and I staff and the young persons� I found the program interesting and I staff and the young persons� I found the program interesting and I 
especially like the concept of giving the children the opportunity to try especially like the concept of giving the children the opportunity to try especially like the concept of giving the children the opportunity to try especially like the concept of giving the children the opportunity to try 
a range of different activitiesa range of different activitiesa range of different activitiesa range of different activities. During my time at Boys’ Town I saw  During my time at Boys’ Town I saw  During my time at Boys’ Town I saw  During my time at Boys’ Town I saw 
how important these activities were in the process of helping the boys how important these activities were in the process of helping the boys how important these activities were in the process of helping the boys how important these activities were in the process of helping the boys 
believing in their own ability to try new things and it amazed me believing in their own ability to try new things and it amazed me believing in their own ability to try new things and it amazed me believing in their own ability to try new things and it amazed me 
how much it improved their self esteem� My most memorable moment how much it improved their self esteem� My most memorable moment how much it improved their self esteem� My most memorable moment how much it improved their self esteem� My most memorable moment 
was when we went on camp for a couple of days and we all had a was when we went on camp for a couple of days and we all had a was when we went on camp for a couple of days and we all had a was when we went on camp for a couple of days and we all had a 
great time with lots of play and laughtergreat time with lots of play and laughtergreat time with lots of play and laughtergreat time with lots of play and laughter.”  Hannah”  Hannah”  Hannah”  Hannah    
    
"“"“"“"“"""". I learnt a lot during my time at Boys’ TownI learnt a lot during my time at Boys’ TownI learnt a lot during my time at Boys’ TownI learnt a lot during my time at Boys’ Town, from the  from the  from the  from the 
staff but also from the boys� I was impressed with the way the staff staff but also from the boys� I was impressed with the way the staff staff but also from the boys� I was impressed with the way the staff staff but also from the boys� I was impressed with the way the staff 
worked� they completed each other thanks to their different educations and worked� they completed each other thanks to their different educations and worked� they completed each other thanks to their different educations and worked� they completed each other thanks to their different educations and 
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11. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SUPPORT TROUBLED CHILDREN? 
Boys’ Town needs ongoing support in the form of donations, bequests or 
sponsorship. Such support  can be registered by completing and returning the 
details below. 

Donor Details 
 

Name            ____________________________________________________________ 
 

Organisation  ____________________________________________________________ 
 

Address         ____________________________________________________________ 
 

Phone           _________________________Mobile   _____________________________   
      
Email            _____________________________________________________________ 

Tick one of the following options: 
 

• Please register me on your database so I can be informed of fundraising events. 
 

• I would like to donate annually/bi-annually/monthly the sum of $______ to Boys’ Town. 
 

• I would like to send a one-off payment to Boys’ Town. 

Payment Options 
 

Cheque (made payable to Boys’ Town Engadine) 
or 
Credit Card 
 
Credit Card details: 
 

Mastercard    Visa   ` Bankcard 
 

Card no:             
__________________________________________________________ 
 

Expiry date:                 /          / 
 

Name on card    
__________________________________________________________ 
 

Signature             
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Australias’ Original Boys’ Town Engadine has no association with Boystown 
Lotteries and receives no benefits from that organisation. 
 

Thank you for your kind donation. Donations are tax deductible. 
 

Contact us at: 
Boys’ Town Engadine 
35A Waratah Road 
ENGADINE  NSW  2233   
Phone:  9520 8555     Fax:  9520 6714     Web: Fax:  9520 6714     Web: Fax:  9520 6714     Web: Fax:  9520 6714     Web: www.boystown.net.au 


